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Bust Through Your Weight Loss Stall

10 Tips I Use to Break a Weight Loss Stall on Keto

In the epic battle to lose stubborn fat, no one wants to encounter the dreaded weight loss stall. You already
uprooted your Standard American life entirely by cutting out all of your favorite processed carbs, and you were
rewarded generously with quick and easy weight loss.

As you witnessed the pounds melt off with ease, you probably thought this whole keto thing was too good to
be true! Eat delicious foods that are low in carbs and poof! Fat be gone!

Then one day you realized keto was too good to be true! All of the sudden you found yourself in a big fat keto
weight loss stall. Even though you’ve desperately tried every secret weapon in your keto arsenal to make the
scale budge, for the love of all bacon and fat bombs, the scale won’t #*@&!^ move!!!

In fact, I’ll bet if you ever experienced the frustration of a weight loss stall on keto, these thoughts sound
familiar:

“What’s the point of giving up carbs if I’m not losing weight each week?”

“Maybe Jillian Michaels is right. Maybe keto is just a fad diet after all.”

“Maybe I should go back to a super low calorie plan, while also eating keto macros. I will force that #*@&!^
scale move even if I have to starve myself to do so!”

If you really have had any of these thoughts, it’s time for some tough love.

Jillian Michaels is not right, eating real food low in carbs and high in healthy fats is not a fad diet, and eating a
very low calorie plan is the fastest way to screwing yourself up in the long run. Even Jillian should know this -
she has plenty of proof with the contestants she trained on The Biggest Loser who regained all of their weight
following this low calorie method.

What A Weight Loss Stall Is Not:

Before I get into my tips about how to break a weight loss stall on keto, let’s talk about what a weight loss stall
is not since there seems to be some confusion.

Most people coming from the Standard American Diet can lose weight quite rapidly during the first few weeks
of their ketogenic diet. In fact, we hear all the time about people losing 10-15 pounds in that first month alone!
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These same people cry out in despair when their weight loss slows down to only 1 or 2 pounds each week
while following a ketogenic plan. They often wonder what happened to the magic that is the ketogenic diet?
They ask themselves, what’s the point? Why cut back on delicious carbs for a mere 1 to 2 pounds of weight
loss each week?

I know this because I’ve been those people, or at least that person. I’ve cried out in despair. I jumped the low-
carb ship too soon because I desperately wanted processed carbs back in my life, so I made excuses in order
to get them back in my life.

Let me start by saying that the only thing magical about keto is you’re focussing on a real food diet. When you
eat real foods that your body has the ability to digest, your health improvements will seem magical. However,
this is how we’re actually meant to feel. Big food and government screwed us up long ago by waterboarding us
with empty carbs, so most of us never truly realized how “healthy” actually feels.

If you’re at the beginning of a keto diet where you lose weight rapidly, and then slow down to 1-2 lbs each
week, this isn’t a weight loss stall. This is actually normal weight loss progress. This is the progress most people
should expect long term on a keto plan.

That rapid weight loss at the beginning of your keto plan is water loss from removing carbohydrates. All you
need to do is keep on keepin’ on and take all of the electrolytes.

Wait, scratch that - take only the electrolytes your body can handle. Figure that out with the digestion course.
Taking too much magnesium, or taking magnesium at the wrong time, can result in sleepless nights, an achy
body and even difficulty losing weight. Taking too much salt, yes even the high quality pink stuff, if you already
have high blood pressure can actually kill you, so there’s that.

Be smart and take the digestion course so you learn how to take only the right supplements meant for your
unique chemistry.

OK, back to your lack of a weight loss stall. If you’re losing 1-2 lbs per week, this isn’t a stall. This is called
normal weight loss. Stick with it and those 1 or 2 pounds you lose each week will add up to big results in no
time!

If you jump ship now because of “slow” progress, where will you be a year from now?

Likely not any closer to your goal...so stick with the slow and steady progress for the win!
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You also need to keep in mind weight loss isn’t always linear. This means you may lose 2 pounds one week,
while you could gain back a pound the next. All completely normal. As long as you continue in a downward
trend from month to month, you’re a keto success story in the making!

Now that we’ve discussed what a weight loss stall is not, let’s get to the meat and potatoes of this guide to
help those who truly need to break a weight loss stall get to work!

PS...keep the meat and ditch the potatoes. If you’re eating potatoes on keto, you don’t need to read any further
because we just identified the reason for your weight loss stall.

10 Tips to Break a Weight Loss Stall on Keto

#1 -Get Back to Basics

When you first researched keto, surely you stumbled upon macros and how to count them in order to find
success on keto. While some people can have smashing keto success just by lowering their carbs and never
really need to track at all, others need to dial in their macros and keep a close eye on their carb-to-protein-to-
fat ratio each day.

No matter which camp you pitch your tent in, (get your mind out of the gutter and pay attention), if you find
yourself in a weight loss stall on keto, the first thing you should do is get back to basics and track your macros.
It’s Keto 101, plain and simple.

Once you get into your keto groove and the fat is effortlessly falling off week after week, it’s easy to get lazy on
keto. Since no one really wants to track every single carb that enters their mouths, many people start eating a
keto diet based on how they feel. This is a very freeing way to live, and if you’re finding the success you want
like this, do it!

After a lifetime of tracking every single calorie I ate versus every single calorie I burned, I absolutely cannot
stand tracking. Even the thought of tracking macros makes me angry! But when I gained a little extra jiggle
around my middle, I got back to tracking. And it worked!

You might be reading this guide due to a little extra jiggle around your middle. That means it’s time to pull out
that dusty macro tracking app and get back to basics. I’m not saying you’ll need to track forever, but you
should track for at least for a little while. Track your macros at least until you get back onto your keto success
story path.
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When you start looking at macros, be extra vigilant in your search for any excess carbs that could be keeping
you out of the promised land of ketosis. While this is far from the only macro you need to look at to be
successful on keto, it’s typically the most important.

While tracking carbs, you may as well take a peek at your fat and protein macros too. While some people can
eat all of the protein and still find keto success, this is a macro that can completely stall others when over done.
This is especially true if you’re very insulin resistant or not active.

And since you’re tracking anyway, you’ll also want to check out your level of fat consumption. Even though we
should eat all the fat on keto, you could be eating too much fat! (mmm, fat bombs). If you’re overdoing fat just
because you’re following a high fat diet, maybe you need to dial fat back a little to see if that breaks your keto
stall.

But wait...did you know it’s also true you could be eating too little fat? Because that’s also a thing. Sometimes
it’s a HUGE thing.

If you come from a lifetime of deprivation due to past dieting attempts, your body could be holding onto stored
fat for dear life. Your stressed out body may not let go of that stored fat until it realizes enough nutritional fat is
coming in just for the basic functions of life - like getting out of bed each day. If you’re over restricting calories
to the point where you don’t even take in enough calories for basic everyday functions, your body won’t let go
of stored fat.

Once you get into ketosis and your body becomes a fat burning machine, this could change. If you’re currently
smack dab in the middle of a keto weight loss stall and you’re purposefully limiting the amount of fat you eat
based on a set caloric intake, try eating more fat to see if that helps break your stall. Some people may even
need to eat A LOT more fat to get their fat loss back in action. (mmm, fat bombs)

#2 - Determine if You’re Even in Ketosis

While we’re on the topic of tracking, let’s talk tracking ketones.

If you’re stuck in a weight loss stall on keto, don’t forget to track ketones! And when I say track ketones, I mean
with a blood monitor like the Keto Mojo.

If you’re still tracking ketones through urine strips, you’re doing it all wrong! Use your hands to scroll through
this book instead of peeing on them while attempting to track ketones in all the wrong ways.
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While urine strips may have shown ketones spilling out into your urine at the very beginning of your low carb
plan, if you’re utilizing ketones to burn fat, which is the goal of a keto diet, the ketones you produce will
eventually stop showing up in your urine and will instead show up in your bloodstream.

While many people can start to get a sense of when they’re in ketosis once they hit their keto groove, many will
never know if they ever reached the keto promised land without tracking with a blood ketone meter in the first
place. The best way to know if you’re in ketosis is by testing with a blood meter at least a few times each week.
Once you get a sense of how you feel when your ketones reach above .5 MMOL as opposed to less than .5
MMOL, then you can chill on using this tool for keto success.

However, if you never tested with a blood ketone meter in the first place, you don’t really know if you’re truly in
ketosis. Sure, you can guess...but if you’re not seeing the results you want, guessing won’t get you results.
Eating too much fat when you’re not in the fat burning state of ketosis can lead to a big fat weight loss stall...or
worse yet, weight gain.

The price of a ketone monitor plus a few testing strips each week are actually a much cheaper investment than
the alternative of having to replace your scale and bathroom window. If you become so frustrated at your lack
of progress that you end up throwing your #*@&!^ scale through the bathroom window out of frustration, that
could be a pricey repair.

I’d like to add that throwing scales that won’t #*@&!^ move is a sign you might not be in ketosis. Ketones make
us happy! A lack of ketones can sometimes make us moody. Apparently some are moodier than others. Just
save yourself money and frustration by testing for ketones accurately.

If you previously had successful ketone readings with a blood monitor, but then stopped pricking your finger
because you made it into ketosis, that could be the reason for your current stall. Just because you were in
ketosis once upon a time doesn’t mean you’ll automatically stay there. You may no longer be in ketosis, and
the only way to figure this out is to test current ketone levels. If you’re currently in a weight loss stall, you prick
that finger!

As I stated previously, many of us can get lazy and allow less than ideal foods to slip back into our plans. These
less than ideal foods can be kicking you out of ketosis and you won’t even know it unless you take time to test.
Others of us may not let laziness creep in, yet what we did before might not be working for us now. This means
if you’re in a weight loss stall, testing ketones is important. Even testing blood ketones just once or twice each
week can be enough to get some people back on track.
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#3 - Review Food Quality

When I found the most success on keto, it was before all of these delicious keto recipes came into abundance.
Allow me to go all reminiscent grandpa on you for a moment. Back in my day, we didn’t have keto cupcakes for
breakfast. I ate scrambled eggs topped with butter with a side of bacon, and I liked it! I had to walk 10 miles in
the snow, uphill just to get a carton of fresh carton eggs. The next day I had to do it all over again to get the
bacon.

OK, no I didn’t. And my impression of a reminiscent grandpa is pretty bad. But I did lose the majority of my 100+
pounds by eating real foods like meat, eggs, veggies, nuts, cheese and coconut yummy fat bombs. That’s
right...I didn’t even add chocolate fat bombs to my daily menu until I was far into my weight loss efforts.

Fitness gurus all over the world will tell you on diets, you can’t have your cake and eat it too! But on keto, we
eat all of the low carb cakes and still see weight loss success! While that’s a great selling point for many
following a keto plan, that attitude can be problematic for many of our hopeful keto friends.

While occasional keto treats may be OK for most, keto isn’t always magical when you follow a plan filled with
delicious keto desserts chock-full of artificial sweeteners and low carb replacements, like almond or coconut
flour.

If you really enjoy these foods and you’re successfully losing weight incorporating all of the keto pancakes,
keto bagels and keto cupcakes into your plan, keto on! But if you’re stuck in a big fat keto weight loss stall, get
back to low carb basics - meat, eggs, veggies & fat. Easy peasy, lemon squeezy! Just watch the lemons,
because fruit carbs can add up quickly.

Keto is magical for most people who follow it correctly because keto is a real food plan. Sure, there’s more to
the keto success story beyond just eating real food, but starting with real food will get you your best keto
results. Our bodies understand how to break real food down into fuel. Once you start adding in highly
processed foods that your body doesn’t have the ability to digest, this can cause big problems for your keto
plan, as well as your waistline.

#4 - Ditch Keto Sweeteners

People will tell you that carbs found in keto sweeteners don’t count. I’m here to tell you, THEY ABSOLUTELY
COUNT!

Did you know erythritol, which is found in the keto sweetener Swerve, is made by fermenting the natural sugar
found in corn? In what world does a food source containing corn sugar not count on a keto diet?
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Swerve’s label states it has 0 calories, yet it has 4 grams of carbs. Most ketoers take this to mean since it has 0
calories, it’s a free food. Other ketoers tell you that you need to count the carbs in Swerve, which at 4 carbs per
teaspoon, can add up quickly on a diet where most limit themselves to only 20 grams of carbs each day. So
who’s right here?

If you love Swerve, it doesn’t cause digestive distress for you and you’re finding keto success, good on you.
Keep eating your Swerve and keep getting your fabulous keto results!

If you love Swerve, but it causes gas or loose stools and you’re not even seeing progress to boot, GET RID OF
THE SWERVE.

In fact, even if most people are not counting the keto sweetener carbs found in keto treats, most likely their
bodies are counting them. If you’re not counting carbs that your body is, it will be very easy for you to overdo
carbs on keto.

The same thing goes for other sweeteners. Just because someone told you monk fruit, stevia or other
“approved” keto sweeteners do not spike your insulin, that doesn’t mean these keto sweeteners do not spike
YOUR insulin. Everyone is different and we all react differently to these sweeteners.

Frequent insulin spikes on a diet meant to keep insulin spikes low could be keeping you in fat storing
mode...even if you continue to eat keto treats lower in calories because they’re laced with “0” calorie keto
sweeteners.

If you want to learn more about how I feel about keto sweeteners, check out this blog. I gave all keto
sweeteners up in January of 2018 and haven’t looked back since! My palette adjusted nicely and now I keep
my keto diet stocked up with the real foods we’re meant to eat without a struggle.

#5 - Avoid “Keto Approved” Foods You May Be Sensitive To:

The cheese stands alone! However, in the case of foods that may cause keto weight loss stalls, it doesn’t.
When it comes to food sensitivities, dairy is in good company with nuts, nut flours & nut butters, artificial
sweeteners and even some veggies!

Vegetables:

Yes, people with IBS or autoimmune conditions can be sensitive to some veggies, including cruciferous
veggies, nightshades & high fodmap vegetables. When someone tells you to eat your veggies, turn up your
nose smugly and send them here.
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OK, enough with the smugness. Veggies contain nutrients that can keep you feeling full on your keto plan, so if
you’re not sensitive, and as long as you’re avoiding some of the higher carb vegetables, keep eating your
veggies. Just know that there’s an entire subset of people that need to avoid certain veggies on their keto diet.

Other Keto Offenders:

Back to the real keto fun foods - dairy, nut products & sweeteners. Since tip #4 was all about keto sweeteners, I
won’t add much here. I just wanted to remind you that sweeteners can be a big culprit in a keto weight loss
stall in case you skimmed past that point or covered your eyes while reading because you didn’t want to learn
the truth.

Dairy:

When it comes to keto weight loss stalls that can be blamed on foods many people are sensitive to, your
precious cheese ranks close to the top of the most wanted list. But it doesn’t end there. Other dairy products
like yogurt, sour cream and sometimes even heavy cream can keep people from seeing the results they want
on keto. While butter is the least likely dairy offender, there are some people who need to use ghee or coconut
oil as a replacement.

There are different reasons people may be sensitive to dairy, which include a sensitivity to the proteins in dairy
such as whey or casein, or a sensitivity to the sugar found in dairy products called lactose. No matter which
part of dairy you’re sensitive to, if you continue to include it in your daily menu, it could be holding back your
results big time!

Nuts, Nut Flours & Nut Butters:

The same thing holds true with nut products, including nuts, nut flours and nut butters. Obviously if you’re
highly allergic to peanuts or tree nuts, it’s vital you stay away from these nuts and nut products so you don’t
die. Hopefully we all get that part. But there’s another subset of people who may be sensitive to these
products and not even realize it because they don’t go into anaphylactic shock after eating a handful of nuts.

A big part of why keto is so effective for so many people is it helps bring inflammation down that may be
caused by the processed junk foods you’re removing, like chips, candy and even bread. There are some
people who are sensitive to the proteins in nuts, and this will cause their bodies to have an inflammatory
response.
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A nut allergy is when you have an immediate response to these proteins that requires prompt medical
attention. When you have a nut intolerance, you’ll still have a reaction, however it’s not nearly as severe and it
can be delayed, which means if you feel unwell in anyway, you likely won’t trace it back to the handful of
peanuts you ate as an afternoon snack. Continuing to keep a food in your diet that is causing an inflammatory
response like this means you might end up in a keto weight loss stall.

The Elimination Takeaway:

Basically if you’re stuck in a keto weight loss stall and you can’t figure out why, try removing some or all of
these foods for at least 30 days. Pay attention to how you feel while these foods are out of your diet. Is your
nose less drippy or stuffy? Do you feel less aches and pains? Have other digestive symptoms cleared up?

When you’re ready to add them back in, add only 1 food back every few days and really pay close attention to
any reactions you might have to the food you added back into rotation. Remember, you could experience a
delayed reaction, which is the reason you’ll want to add them in slowly. If you are experiencing any new
physical symptoms once a food is added back to your diet, you may have just found the reason for your keto
weight loss stall.

#6 - Count Carbs the Right Way

As you learned in How to Succeed on Keto without Really Trying, counting net carbs as opposed to total carbs
can be a slippery slope. While some people find smashing success only counting net carbs, which are the total
carbs found in a food minus fiber and sugar alcohols, this can kill other’s weight loss attempts entirely.

The biggest problem with counting net carbs is sometimes people get carried away subtracting carbs; for
others, counting net carbs just leads to confusion. While subtracting out natural fiber carbs from leafy green
veggies can work for many people following a keto plan, most net carb counters don’t stop there.

Many net carb counters take out synthetic fibers found in foods like “low carb” tortillas or breads. Then they eat
too many processed “keto friendly” candy bars because the package states there’s only 1 net carb once they
remove the 16 grams of sugar alcohols found in the candy bar. Others will just start subtracting out carbs listed
as “other” because somehow that makes sense to them. Well, either that or they’re big fat cheaters looking for
ways to sneak in extra carbs on their very low carb diet.

Either way, they’re not getting results on keto basically because they’re not really following a keto diet in the
first place.
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Let me bring you back to the start for a minute. Keto is magical for most people mostly because keto is a real
food diet. Under which category of real food do tortillas and candy bars fall? I don’t recall ever seeing “sugar
free” chocolate candy bars growing on trees, but I suppose I could be mistaken.

Even if you previously found success counting only net carbs, if you’re stuck in a weight loss stall that you can’t
break, count all the carbs! Your body is likely counting all of the carbs you eat, and so should you!

If you really want to add more veggies to your keto plan, I’d still pay attention to the total carbs you eat each
day - at least until you break your weight loss stall. If you’re adding veggie carbs, but still not seeing results,
you may need to lower your total carbs to under 20 grams per day to find success...yes, even including carbs
found in leafy greens.

#7 - Test Out New Routines

If you’re following the same old, same old when it comes your workout routine, your body can adjust. This can
mean less progress for you, even though you feel like you’re still working hard at shedding stubborn fat.

Give your body a little shock by switching up your routine.

If you’re strumming along on the elliptical day in and day out, try something new. The perfect something new
would be to add a weight resistance routine to your workout if you don’t already follow one.

It’s true that adding more muscle may not result in as big of losses on the scale since muscle weighs more by
volume than fat. This means you could be getting leaner even though the number on the scale doesn’t seem
to budge.

Just because the scale might not move down as quickly for you once you start a weight training routine, don’t
skip it. If you’re adding lean muscle through resistance training, this will benefit your overall health in major
ways. You’ll be stronger, leaner and your clothes will fit much better. All big wins!

You can also add in a few HIIT workouts each week. Even adding just one to two 20 minute high intensity
interval training sessions each week can lead to major results in your fat burning attempts.

I previously spent upwards of an hour each day working hard on the elliptical with minimal results. In fact, I now
believe this routine actually impeded my results by causing more inflammation from too much chronic cardio.

Once I traded in the daily elliptical sessions for only 1-2 HIIT workouts each week, I finally started seeing results
from my workouts with much less effort.
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If you’re brand new to exercise, you’ll need to work your way up to an intense HIIT workout. After all, you don’t
want to injure yourself in the name of weight loss progress since an injury will only hold you back. If you’re
unsure of how to add a HIIT workout to your schedule, try Pinterest or YouTube. Both are a great resources for
various HIIT workouts that could help amp up your results.

#8 - Try A Different Fasting Routine

If you’re currently following a 16:8 fasting routine daily but you’re not getting results, try throwing in a few 20-24
hour fasts each week. The routine I followed when I saw the quickest fat loss results was following a fasting
routine of 16:8 most days of the week. (Yes, this includes weekends). On Mondays and Fridays, I’d switch up my
routine by attempting a full 24 hour fast. This means I stopped eating after dinner on Sundays and Thursdays,
and I didn’t eat again until dinner on Mondays and Fridays.

In case reading about my routine is confusing, I’ll list out my schedule below:

Sunday: Fast until 10 am. Eat from 10 am - 6 pm.

Monday: Fast from 6 pm Sunday night until 5:30 pm Monday night. Eat dinner only to satiation. Fast again
starting at 6:30 pm Monday night.

Tuesday: Fast until 10 am. Eat from 10 am - 6 pm.

Wednesday: Fast until 10 am. Eat from 10 am - 6 pm.

Thursday: Fast until 10 am. Eat from 10 am - 6 pm.

Friday: Fast from 6 pm Thursday night until 5:30 pm Friday night. Eat dinner only to satiation. Fast again starting
at 6:30 pm Friday night.

Saturday: Fast until 10 am. Eat from 10 am - 6 pm.

While not every 16 hour fast is a full 16 hours, and not every 24 hour fast is a full 24 hours, it’s close enough for
your body to get some variety…and variety may be the ticket to breaking your weight loss stall.

Speaking of variety, if you’re currently following an OMAD (one meal a day) fasting schedule and that’s not
working for you, add some 16:8 fasting days to your week. Just do something different. Give the change you
made enough time to see if that change works for you.
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#9 - Fasting Incorrectly

Perhaps I jumped the gun with tip #8. If you haven’t added intermittent fasting to your routine yet, you could be
missing out on an excellent opportunity to shed excess fat simply by pushing your meals out a little later in the
day.

If you don’t currently use intermittent fasting as a fat loss tool in your routine, check out this video to help you
get started. Even just adding a daily 12-14 hour fast to start can make a huge difference in your results...and it
can be way easier than you think. This of course is only true if you’re fasting correctly.

To get the best results from intermittent fasting, you’ll want to practice what is called a clean fast. This means
during your fasting window you’ll only drink plain water, black coffee or tea. You can add salt to your
beverages, but this is pretty much the only thing you should add during your fasting window.

Once you start adding sweeteners, yes even zero calorie sweeteners, you just broke your fast. The sweeteners
you add can cause an insulin response, which means your body expects food to come any minute. When your
body doesn’t receive the food you promised, not only will you feel hungry and uncomfortable, but your body
will be back in the dreaded fat storing mode until your insulin lowers.

There’s also a rumor in the fasting world that you don’t break your fast if you add just a splash of cream to your
coffee. Even though cream has calories and even though if you use heavy cream most of those calories come
from fat, adding a splash of cream to coffee will still break your fast. You insulin will still spike and your body
will still expect more nutrition in order to function instead of fueling itself off of your stored body fat.

Those of you who drink bulletproof coffee while in the fasted state - you can absolutely keep following this
routine if you see the progress you want, just understand that you’re no longer in the fasted state. Your body is
going to burn the fat you just drank in the bulletproof coffee before it gets back to burning its own stored fat.

Since we’re talking about weight loss stalls on keto here, if you are adding anything beyond salt to any of your
drinks during your fasting window, this is definitely something you should change up. Not only will avoiding
sweeteners and small amounts of food during your fast make you feel so much better, but you’ll likely get back
to getting results.

Before I get to tip #10, I have a little more to say about fasting incorrectly. Dr. Jason Fung, who’s helped
thousands of people lose a lot of weight with proper intermittent fasting, repeats this mantra, “Fast when you
fast, feast when you feast.”
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This means don’t eat anything while in the fasted state, as I explained above. But it also means when it’s time to
eat, you need to eat! Your body won’t let go of stored fat if you’re still starving it of the nutrients required during
your time to feast.

I’ll admit, the term feast can be a little misleading. During your eating window you want to eat food only to
satiation. Don’t start stuffing down everything you can find because I just told you to feast! You need to learn to
listen to your hunger cues and only eat the nutrients your body requires. At the same time, don’t purposefully
restrict your calories to a certain number during your feasting time because you’re still trying to follow a
calories in versus calories out plan. I told you before and I’ll tell you again - that plan won’t work long term!

If you’re currently living and dying by the CICO method, that could be another huge reason for your weight loss
stall. Stop the calorie counting madness and learn to listen to your body.

#10 - Determine If You’re Really In A Weight Loss Stall

Perhaps I should have started with this as tip #1. If you’re really not in a weight loss stall, I suppose reading this
tip would have saved you a lot of time reading this entire guide.

Come to think of it, I suppose I did cover this at the beginning when I talked about what a weight loss stall is
not, but keep reading because I have different stuff to say here.

While the scale may be at a stand still and no matter what you do you can’t get it to #*@&!^ move, that doesn’t
automatically mean you’re stuck in a weight loss stall.

You could be gaining muscle (yes, even if you’re not a bodybuilder) and your body composition could be
changing since muscle weighs more by volume than fat. We talked through this point in tip #7, remember?

Since so many people obsess over the number they see on the scale each week, it’s definitely a point worth
reviewing.

In fact, whether we realize it or not, the goal of any weight loss diet isn’t to lose weight at all - it’s to lose fat.
Anyone can chop off their leg and lose at least 10 pounds right this instant; but chopping off a leg won’t help
you in the long run for that short term scale loss.

If you chop off your leg for the short term satisfaction of watching the number on the scale go down, well,
you’re kind of crazy. You’re probably also not my people, so I don’t really mind calling you crazy.
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Do you know what else can make a person crazy? Following a keto and IF routine exactly as you should and
not seeing the scale budge week after week. That can drive a person mad! But you need to reel in the crazy for
a moment and quit relying on the scale to bring you accurate results.

There are better ways to determine if you’re losing actual fat, and not just weight, on your keto diet. Be sure
you’re taking monthly progress pictures and measurements to know if your weight loss stall is truly a standstill,
or if your body composition is changing for the better.

Take the progress pictures below as an example. If I just went by the scale weight for these photos, I would
have thought I was in a major weight loss stall! After all, I only lost half of a pound between the 2 photos.
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In reality, while my weight wasn’t changing, my body composition was. I was losing fat, while gaining more
muscle. To be honest, gaining muscle didn’t even take all that much effort on my part since I was only weight
training 1-2 days each week. When you weight train in a fasted state, and you’re also providing your body
proper nutrition during the remainder of the day, results can come rather quickly.

Intermittent fasting also helps with bone density. This is a great benefit to have as we age. Guess what happens
when you gain more bone density - the number on the scale might go up. This doesn’t mean you’re getting
fatter. What is does mean is you’re getting healthier!

While I only lost half a pound between these photos, I went from a size 10 pants that fit snug around my waist
to a size 6 that fit loosely. Had I only relied on the scale for results, I would have given up and still have extra
jiggle around my middle. Instead I was patient, I stuck to my plan and I used progress photos and
measurements to keep track of my fat loss efforts instead of using the scale to keep track of my weight loss
efforts.

Fat loss vs. weight loss - there’s a huge difference! Fat loss is what you want. Weight loss is what most
mainstream programs promote and the reason so many people stay stuck in diet mentality long term.

Break Your Stall
 
If you’re stuck in a weight loss stall on keto, these tips are the first place to start to help you break through your
stall. You just read through 10 of the most common reasons many ketoers stall out on their fat loss attempts.
Start with the tips you think are most relevant to your situation. Come back and let me know which tip worked
best to break your weight loss stall.

While these are great starting points, there are many more reasons YOU could be stuck in a weight loss stall on
keto. Learn even more reasons in our FREE Troubleshooting Keto Roadblocks Workshop. It’s free, so why
wouldn’t you come to the workshop?

There’s a lot of bad keto advice in the Ketosphere. This is the same advice other keto leaders swear by, yet only
half of the people following them get results. Is that just a funny coincidence? Or is it because many keto
leaders are giving the same cookie cutter plans to everyone who follows them?

Even if they’re giving out keto cookie cutter plans, we’re all different with different body chemistries and
different needs. The best thing YOU can do for ultimate keto success is to learn how to individualize a plan
meant for you.

Say it with me - NO ONE PLAN WILL WORK FOR EVERYONE.
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You’ll never know if you’re following a plan that’s not right for you if you don’t take the time to learn more about
how YOUR body functions. Luckily for you, we’re teaching how to individualize a keto plan that’s right for you in
our FREE Troubleshooting Keto Roadblocks Workshop. I keep capitalizing FREE because that’s an important
point.

During the workshop we review common keto roadblocks that could be keeping you stuck, and how to move
past these roadblocks based on your chemistry and individual needs.

One of our Keto Decoded members Suzanne went through this workshop last year. She’s lost over 65 pounds
by learning how to improve her digestion and individualize keto for her. More than one year after starting, she’s
still going strong and learning more each day!

Alyssa also learned how to improve her digestion and how to make keto right for her. Just like me, Alyssa was
stuck in a 20 year yo-yo diet weight loss battle. Just like me, Alyssa had many health struggles during her 2
decade battle.

She learned how to improve digestion and how to individualize a keto plan meant for her, and she received
amazing results. In a relatively short amount of time, Alyssa lost 58 pounds. But her amazing results don’t end
there! She went from a pants size 16 to a size 6, improved her A1C from diabetic levels of 7.7 to a completely
normal range of 5.1, improved years of painful heartburn while also getting rid of the PPIs she took for frequent
heartburn, stopped taking bi-weekly Humira injections for arthritis and so much more!

Another one of our Keto Decoded members Kim not only recently hit her goal weight, but she made it below
her goal weight. She lost an amazing 62 pounds! And she had this amazing progress all while having fun living
a keto lifestyle she loves. This is the magic of figuring out a keto plan that works for you and your desired
lifestyle. Kim is living a lifestyle she loves with weight loss results that last!

Sure, following random keto advice in the Ketosphere might get you some results...but some of that advice can
also land you in a big old keto weight loss stall. It turns out, learning how to individualize a keto plan that’s right
for YOU - this can help you get WAY BIGGER RESULTS! This means, you’re going to want to register for our
workshop ;)

I can’t wait to see you in the workshop...and hear about the amazing results you get following a keto plan that’s
individualized for you!
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M�e About Nissa Graun:
Nissa Graun is the author of My Big Fat Life Transformation, How to Succeed on Keto Without Really Trying and
The Lazy Keto Gourmet. She is the co-creator of the Keto Decoded Membership, which is helping new people
find their path to low-carb, high-fat success every day. Nissa is also the co-host of the Chat the Fat Podcast.
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Resources:

Get My Free Guide: http://www.eatingfatisthenewskinny.com/freeguide

Learn More:

Website: http://www.eatingfatisthenewskinny.com

(blogs, recipes, videos & more)

Digestion Course: http://www.eatingfatisthenewskinny.com/digestion

Chat the Fat podcast: http://www.chatthefat.com

(find on your favorite podcast app!)

Books: http://www.eatingfatisthenewskinny.com/books

Supplements Mentioned: http://www.eatingfatisthenewskinny.com/fixme

Keto Decoded Membership: http://www.eatingfatisthenewskinny.com/kd

Free Troubleshooting Keto Workshop: http://www.chatthefat.com/workshop

Be social - let’s connect!

Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/eatingfatisthenewskinny

Join my Facebook Group: http://www.facebook.com/groups/eatingfatisthenewskinny

Instagram: http://www.instagram.com/eatingfatisthenewskinny

YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/c/eatingfatisthenewskinny
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